Recognition of gliadin and glutenin fractions in four commercial gluten assays.
Gluten sensitivity affects nearly 1% of the population in the United States and Europe. To help these consumers avoid the health issues that result from gluten consumption, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration is attempting to establish a definition and testing protocol for gluten-free foods. Establishing this protocol depends on accurate tests that can detect and quantitate gluten. There are multiple immunoassays available for the quantitation of gluten, and most are based on one of two antibodies. These antibodies, known as the Skerritt and R5 antibodies, were examined through the use of four commercial test kits for their ability to detect the two main components of gluten, known as gliadin and glutenin, in wheat. Commercial tests based on the Skerritt and R5 antibodies demonstrated differing affinities for gliadin and glutenin, with the Skerritt-based tests recognizing glutenins more strongly, and the R5 tests recognizing gliadins more strongly. Analysis of 40 processed food samples of unknown gluten content revealed differences in gluten detection and quantitation between the Skerritt-based and R5-based assays. These discrepancies in test results may be the result of the antibody affinity differences between the Skerritt- and R5-based tests, the solubility differences between gliadins and glutenins, or a combination of these and other factors.